In this work it is acknowledged that important attempts to devise an emergent quantum 9 (gravity) theory require space-time to be discretized at the Planck scale. It is therefore conjectured 10 that reality is identical to a sub-quantum dynamics of ontological micro-constituents that are 11 connected by a single interaction law. To arrive at a complex system-based toy-model identification 12 of these micro-constituents, two strategies are combined. First, by seeing gravity as an entropic 13 phenomenon and generalizing the dimensional reduction of the associated holographic principle, 14 the universal constants of free space are related to assumed attributes of the micro-constituents.
Introduction

24
Important attempts to devise an emergent quantum (gravity) theory require space-time to be 25 discretized at the Planck scale [1] . The identification of the discrete micro-constituents of space-time 26 is therefore one of the biggest research questions in present-day physics. Yet if space-time is indeed 27 an effective field, emerging from the interaction of its micro-constituents only, then quantizing some 28 aspect of general relativity will not help us identify its fundamental degrees of freedom-by This work hence attempts to provide a parsimonious complex systems approach, as a kind of toy model, for identifying space-time's ontological micro-constituents and their interaction, i.e. their sub-quantum dynamics. Motivated by Occam's razor, it is here assumed that only one type of such micro-constituents exists, and that a single background-independent interaction law connects them fundamental forces should emerge from the interaction, through their fundamental degrees of 48 freedom as dynamical attributes, of the single-type micro-constituents. A number of analogue 49 gravity models or condensed matter approaches to quantum gravity already adopt this strategy, but 50 typically lack background-independence in their interactions [4, 8] .
51
In order to arrive at a background-independent micro-constituent interaction (law) that 52 reproduces general relativity's dynamical space-time (including gravity) in its effective field 
60
[12] is generalized to non-holographic reference surfaces. It is shown that the universal constants of 61 free space can then be related to attributes of the atoms of quantum space.
62
Second, a reverse-engineering argument, somewhat characteristic for complex dynamical 63 systems approaches and encouraged by Hu [13] for emergent quantum gravity research, is used to 64 put forward an approximation of the background-independent interaction law that connects the conjectured single-type micro-constituents of space-time: As the emergent effective field dynamics 
Relating the above to common physical quantities can be achieved by use of straightforward 109 dimensional analysis. By simply rearranging the unit dimensions of one has:
By combination of Eqs. (2) and (3), and thereby taking ∆ = to explicitly connect with the Planck 
117
Up to this point our analysis has been limited to linear relationships in terms of the numbers of 
The connection between temperature and entropy as conjugate thermodynamic variables 126 through = ∆ ∆ ⁄ , which is discretized because of the finite-sized micro-constituents, moreover 127 yields:
By direct integration for constant , i.e. over the reference surface , Eq. (7) becomes: As summarized in Table 1 , the above allows translating the universal constants of free space into micro-constituents of space-time as its basis. The next step in our search for a complex theory of 156 quantum gravity would then be to connect the constituent properties defined in Table 1 by an 157 interaction law that yields an effective dynamics in agreement with present-day physics theories.
158
From a gravitational perspective, the emergent effective field dynamics must obey Einstein's field 159 equations of general relativity [14] . Motivated by Hu [13] , a relational micro-constituent interaction 160 law that yields diffeomorphism invariant fielding behavior, yet formulated within the emergent 161 relativistic space-time framework, can therefore be derived from a solution of these equations.
162
In the weak field approximation (neglecting the exact Schwarzschild solution to simplify the 163 discussion), where the metric tensor is defined as a small perturbation (≪ 1) on the Minkowski metric due to a mass , the line element at a distance from is given by ).
In constituent units, this becomes:
whereby ≡ ⁄ = ⁄ is defined as the "radial constituent density" i.e. the amount of 169 micro-constituents exchanged by through the surface 4 2 relative to the distance from 170 in units , which reflects gravity's spherical isotropy.
171
Eq. (14) shows that the constituent speed as measured in a non-inertial coordinate system at distance from indeed decreases with declining 
with immediately from Eq. (6) for the reference surface temperature induced by :
Also according to Verlinde, the last factor in Eq. 
However, inserting Eqs. (21) and (22) 
243
The interpretation of entropic gravity by Padmanabhan 
269
Generalizing the workings of the holographic principle to all reference surfaces however also 
280
The general conclusion "that acceleration is related to an entropy gradient" 
307
The biggest open question within this line of research is then whether the interaction according observer's eigen-time. These descriptive choices could be quantized in terms of a wavelike Gibbs 314 ensemble probability density function for the cluster's micro-constituents. Thereby taking into account the finite extent of the constituents, one arrives at a canonical quantization that relates to 316 quantum mechanics' probability density function. This function is denoted "densité de présence" in
317
French, wherefrom the (gravitational) "presence" attribute specification in this work.
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